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Extraordinarily Beautiful Antique Carpets for Today's Homes
“One of the World’s Best Sources of Antique Rugs” financial t imes



Intelligent Shopping with Claremont Rug Company

Clients internationally value working with us because our inventory of antique 

Persian and tribal rugs is vast and painstakingly assembled, consistently offering 

rugs that excel in their artistry, craftsmanship, and condition.  

The hallmark of our business is intelligent customer service. My highly 

experienced sales staff and I can act as your personal consultants to demystify 

purchasing 19th and 20th century handwoven Oriental rugs.  

We are delighted to see that for so many people “The Oriental Rug Market 

Pyramid” we created has clarified their rug buying experience and made it an 

enjoyable one. May it help you to shop with us with even greater confidence, and 

to discover rugs that are both strikingly beautiful home decorations and artworks 

that express the sublime rather than the mundane.

Warm Regards,

President and Founder

Oriental Rug Market Pyramid

     Rankings in the rug pyramid are based on artistry, craftsmanship, quality  
of materials, condition, age and provenance. © Claremont Rug Company.

Museum-Quality  |  13th to 18th centuries and early 19th century

High-Collectible  |  Primarily early 19th century to 1875

Connoisseur-Caliber  |   Primarily circa 1850 to late 19th century

High-Decorative  |   Primarily circa 1875 to 1910

Decorative  |   Primarily circa 1910-1970

Reproductions  |  Typically 1970 to present

CLAREMONT RUG  
COMPANY 

 

CLAREMONT 2 

The luxuriant quality, beguiling naturally dyed colors and singularly artful designs in exemplary 19th century Oriental rugs are what inspires our 
clients to feature them in their homes. This 125-year-old rug in superb condition magnificently represents our Connoisseur-Caliber collection.

at right, Persian Serapi  |  9' 9" x 11' 7" |  late 19th century, Connoisseur-Caliber

Front cover photos: (all 19th century Persian rugs):  Top — Hadji Jallili Tabriz.  Bottom — Ferahan Sarouk (foreground), Bakshaish (background.) 

Welcome to the Enrapturing World of Antique Oriental Art Carpets.



One of our central qualifiers in selecting carpets for our inventory is the distinctiveness of the color palette and how it harmonizes with the design.  
This extremely finely crafted Persian city carpet presents an uncommon medley of harmonious, quiet earth tones and a deep patina of age.

Persian Hadji Jallili Tabriz  |  9' 9" x 12' 10"  |  3rd quarter, 19th century, Connoisseur-Caliber
The supply of 19th century Oriental rugs that are truly art-level diminishes with every passing year, while interest in them grows. Uncovering gems that 
take our clients’ breath away, such as this inimitable rug with its menagerie of finely rendered animals, is our never-ending pursuit.

Persian Tehran “Garden of Paradise”  |  6' 8" x 10' 8"  |  circa 1875, High-Collectible

1.800.441.1332 3.2. www.claremontrug.com



Persian Sultanabad  |  9' x 11' 11"  |  late 19th century, High-Decorative

As endearing works of folk art, antique tribal rugs from the Caucasus Mountains are perennial favorites with our clientele. Our collection of these beloved 
pieces is extraordinarily deep, offering ample choices for home decorators, new connoisseurs and seasoned collectors.

Caucasian Kazak   |  4' x 6' 2"  |  circa 1900, High-Decorative

1.800.441.1332 5.

Our antique Oriental rugs are one-of-a-kind, so 
like other art, it takes some exposure to become 
comfortable, intrigued and smitten. We are totally set 
up to assist you in this exciting process. 

My staff and I are “a veteran team” who for many years 
have worked with clients to quickly assimilate the 
basics, either in the gallery or on the phone, in order 
to find older Oriental rugs that both perfectly enhance 
their decors and warm their hearts.

Along with screen-size images of over 900 rugs, our 
website has an extensive EDUCATION section to help 
clients ”get up to speed” with well-illustrated articles 
such as:

• A Basic Primer for Buying an Oriental Rug   
(From AXA Art)

• The Oriental Rug Market Pyramid   
(From Chubb Collectors Newsletter)

• A Nine-Point Methodology for Evaluating  
 Antique Carpets

Our website also shows nearly 200 of our clients’ rooms, 
offering a wealth of ideas for using Oriental rugs.

Our expert rug consultants carefully assist clients who are seeking to integrate one-of-a-kind rugs, such as this celebrative Sultanabad,  
with their personal taste, the architecture of their spaces, their other pieces of art, and their furniture and fabrics.

4. www.claremontrug.com

Shopping For Your  
First Antique Rug

We Work Closely With  
You to Demystify Buying Fine 

Oriental Carpets.



As seen in this dramatically elemental rug with its sumptuous, aged tonalities, our virtually boundless collection offers a remarkable range of color and design 
possibilities. From decorative to high-collectible caliber, it consistently features singular antique and vintage rugs that are effortless to fall in love with. 

Persian Serapi  |  9' x 11' 3"  |  3rd quarter, 19th century, Connoisseur-CaliberPersian Ziegler Sultanabad  |  13' x 17' 7"  |  3rd quarter, 19th century, High-Collectible
We have decades of experience working with clients and their designers to identify “drop-dead beautiful” carpets, such as this oversize, lapis blue 
160-year-old rug, that create environments reflecting both the homeowner’s personal aesthetic and an expertly integrated décor.

6. www.claremontrug.com 1.800.441.1332 7.



All at One Location in  
the Beautiful San Francisco 
Bay Area

Explore Our Newly Redesigned Website

Visit Us: 6087-93 Claremont Avenue 
Oakland, CA 94618 USA
1 800-441-1332  |  +1-510-654-0816

Clients discovered all of the rugs above on our website and 
purchased them after consultation with our expert staff. 

www.claremontrug.com

1.800.441.13328. www.claremontrug.com 9.8. www.claremontrug.com

EXPERTISE 
Our highly experienced rug consultants offer invaluable 
guidance on purchasing, decorating and collecting.

APPROVAL SHIPPING 
Long-distance clients appreciate our convenient, cost-
effective Shipping on Approval Service, including 
arranging for installation by a local logistics firm.

IN-HOME SHOPPING 
For larger projects, we do in-home rug presentations 
virtually anywhere in the U.S.A.

LONG-TERM EXCHANGE POLICY  
Our written guarantee is invaluable to clients who 
move to new residences or wish to explore new rug or 
decorating styles.

ONGOING RUG CARE 
We recognize the great privilege of serving our clients.  
For years to come we will gladly offer advice and 
assistance in maintaining your rugs and displaying them. 
Ongoing services include superb cleaning, restoration, 
padding and storage.  

Our Main Showroom: 
Exceptional High-Decorative antique rugs

Our Private Showroom: 
Connoisseur-Caliber to High-Collectible 
room-size to palace-size carpets

Our Collector’s Gallery:   
Connoisseur-Caliber to High-Collectible 
smaller rugs and runners

Our Claremont 2 Gallery:  
Fabulous Old Rugs for Today's Homes!  
The best of Decorative rugs and kilims

Four Gracious Galleries Online

OUR UNIQUE CONCIERGE SERVICES

Shopping With Us 
          In Our Store or Online

• Peruse a sampling of over 900 antique rugs from our vast 
 collection in crystal-clear, full-screen images.

• Nearly 200 diverse interiors showing how our clients 
 creatively display their carpets throughout their homes, 
 including five Whole Home Rug Displays.

• Read articles featuring us in The Wall Street Journal, 
 Financial Times, The New York Times, Luxe, Art & 
 Antiques and numerous other periodicals.

• Read informational  
 articles by President  
 Jan David Winitz on:  
  Buying tips  
  Recognizing quality 
  Various types of rugs 
  Decorating with  
   antique rugs 
  Rug care 
  Connoisseurship 
  Antique rugs as a bona fide art form 
  Our popular Long-Term Exchange Policy 
  (Claremont Rug Company store inventory only)

The Collector's Gallery at Claremont Rug Company The Claremont 2 GalleryThe Main Showroom at Claremont Rug Company

The Private Showroom at Claremont Rug Company



Clients tell us that visiting our website is a “crash 
course” in learning about fine rugs, especially 
reading the articles in our Education section and 
the descriptions of our carpets in the Gallery. For 
instance, you can peruse almost 100 examples 
in these two very popular related styles.

  

Persian Sultanabad  |  at left, top

10' 4" x 14' 4" 

circa 1875

High-Decorative 

  

Persian Mahal  |  at left, bottom  
10' 8" x 14' 4" 

late 19th century

High-Decorative

These two 19th century pieces exemplify the 
profound art that Connoisseur-Caliber area-
size rugs can offer. Displaying well-chosen 
smaller antique rugs in an entry or passageway, 
library or surrounding the bed enlivens these 
areas, drawing your attention and warming 
your heart every time you see them.

Persian Ferahan Sarouk  |  above   
4' 2" x 6' 4" 

3rd quarter, 19th century

Connoisseur-Caliber

Persian Bakshaish  |  at left  

4' 3" x 6' 

late 19th century

Connoisseur-Caliber

1.800.441.1332 11.10. www.claremontrug.com



Persian Bakshaish  |  8' x 10' 8"  |  circa 1850, High-Collectible
A central niche at Claremont is High-Collectible 19th century rugs. We offer exceedingly fine, extremely old examples in rare weaving styles, such as this 
artistically singular Bakshaish with sumptuous, painterly waves of color variation, known as abrash.  Find more examples on pages 17-19.

12. www.claremontrug.com 1.800.441.1332 13.

Many clients with open floor plans use antique Oriental rugs to define seating areas or passageways. This elegant, earth-toned botanical carpet is a 
perfect candidate for either application, where its exquisitely illustrative, paradisiacal garden and deep patina can be admired daily.

Persian Hadji Jallili Tabriz  “Tree of Life”  |  9' 4" x 12' 7"  |  circa 1875, Connoisseur-Caliber



14. www.claremontrug.com

Persian Laver Kirman  | 13' 8" x 16' 7" 
3rd quarter, 19th century, Connoisseur-Caliber

We offer a voluminous selection of unusually large carpets in 
sizes from 11' x 15' to 18' x 30' in a full range of styles for very 
casual to ultra-formal decors. One of many standouts is this 
sophisticated rug of generous width, with its multi-medallion 
format meant to anchor a large seating area. 

We frequently work with clients to create Whole Home Rug Displays. The four harmonious  
rugs we placed in this traditional living room added an intimate quality to this palatial space.

The Difference in Impact Between Our Antique 
Rugs and the Mass-Produced Handmade Rugs 
Commonly Found Today Is Unfathomable.

1.800.441.1332 15.



Caucasian Talish   |  3' 3" x 7' 8"  |  circa 1875, Connoisseur-Caliber
Antique Caucasian tribal rugs are widely sought after by many of the rug aficionados we are privileged to work with, who relish their staggering 
variety of designs, evocative symbols and magnificent color palettes as exemplified by this singular piece.

We offer spectacular examples of elite weaving styles that many clients have never encountered. Among them is this mesmerizing carpet with its ever-
changing colors and palpable sense of visual movement. Top Bakshaishs are treasured for their “hand-drawn,” spontaneous character.

Persian Bakshaish  |  11' x 14'  |  3rd quarter, 19th century, High-Collectible

16. www.claremontrug.com

Over the next four pages, we present rugs 
whose rarity and uniqueness make them worthy 
of collecting. Since we opened Claremont, 
we have acted as consultants for clients who 
either are interested in living with the highest 
calibers of carpets throughout their homes or 
those who enjoy assembling collections of rugs 
beyond any decorative uses. 

Many clients begin building collections because 
they recognize the profound artistry that is 
expressed in the pieces they own. Some seek 
to assemble superb to extraordinary examples 
in a variety of styles, while others love to 
explore certain types in great depth. President 
Jan David Winitz and his team of buyers work 
tirelessly to maintain a consummate selection 
of carpets to satisfy these clients.

Annually, we host a “Best of the Best” online 
event to celebrate the most memorable 
acquisitions our clients made during the past 
year. Visitors from five continents log on to 
view this glorious testament to the finest 19th 
century art rugs. 

1.800.883.1815 17.

The Joy of Collecting 
Antique Rugs



The finest examples from any of the 85 subgroups 
of Caucasian rugs are absolutely captivating, such 
as this bold, finely etched Shirvan piece from 
the middle of the 19th century. Here the axis of 
powerful radiating medallions and the saffron gold 
border hosting a chain of stylized dragon motifs 
inimitably expresses the tribal aesthetic.

Caucasian Gubpa Shirvan  |  at left 
3' 8" x 6' 8" 
circa 1850  |  High-Collectible 

We strive to satisfy both our clients’ individual 
decorative taste and collecting proclivity with 
standout rugs such as this mat-size piece. It 
features a singular sunburst medallion, botanical 
field motifs and a rare color palette highlighted by 
exotic apple and forest green, peach and salmon.

Persian Ferahan Sarouk  |  above  
3' 6" x 4' 9" 
circa 1875  |  Connoisseur-Caliber

18. www.claremontrug.com 1.800.441.1332 19.

Another of the elite High-Collectible styles we can offer, early Mohtasham Kashans are held in the highest esteem for their incredibly elaborate 
designs, extraordinarily fine craftsmanship and glistening lambswool surfaces. This mesmerizing room-size example is particularly rare, as 
rugs with this nomenclature were almost always woven in smaller sizes.

Persian Mohtasham Kashan  |  8' x 10' 9" |  circa 1850, High-Collectible

Our Connoisseur-Caliber and  
High-Collectible Rugs Are True Works  

of Art for the Floor or Walls.



1.800.441.1332 21.

Most of our clients enter into the world of 

fine antique Oriental rugs when they contact 

us to select special pieces for their public 

spaces, such as the living room, dining room 

and entry hall. In the process, they discover 

the styles they most resonate with and how 

Persian and tribal rugs significantly enhance 

their décors.The Many Uses of Antique 
Oriental Carpets

From the great enjoyment and pride of 

ownership they experience living with their 

first carpets, many begin to find other spaces 

that they can creatively furnish with rugs. The 

vignettes on these two pages capture some 

of the many areas of our clients’ homes they 

have enlivened with rugs as they continue to 

shop with us over a period of years. We’ve 

had the privilege to furnish up to five homes 

of several of our clients. guest suites  |  passageways  |  powder rooms  |  home theaters  |  yachts   

20. www.claremontrug.com

master suites  |  family rooms  |  walls  |  hallways  |  sunrooms  |  libraries  |  kitchens |  bar areas  |  children’s rooms 



22. www.claremontrug.com

We feel honored to offer our extensive Connoisseur-Caliber and High-Collectible inventories for clients who insist on living with the most evocative, emotionally 
stirring examples of this art form. This carpet is a fitting example, with its continually reinterpreted design and symphony of saturated, aged colors.

Persian Ferahan  |  8' 2" x 10' 9"  |  3rd quarter, 19th century, Connoisseur-Caliber

1.800.441.1332 23.

Peruse our website to discover over 900 authentic rugs in qualities from Decorative to High-Collectible. You will see that rather than the mundane, we focus 
on the most singular, creatively inspired rugs,represented here by this expertly crafted Serapi with its balanced design and color palette.

Persian Serapi  |  11' x 15' 10"  |  circa 1875, Connoisseur-Caliber



1.800.441.1332

Woven in a rustic mountain village some 
170 years ago, this diminutive jewel 
emanates a joie de vivre that is universal.

 

Caucasian Shirvan 

3' 5" x 4' 1" 

circa 1850

Connoisseur-Caliber

The longer you look at this deconstructed botanical 
masterwork, the more its unique aspects reveal 
themselves, including its four whimsical birds.  
This captivating character is what makes some  
rugs ”art-level.”

Persian Laver Kirman “Tree of Life”   
4' 3" x 5' 11" 

3rd quarter, 19th century 

Connoisseur-Caliber

Persian Laver Kirman  |  11' 5" x 15' 9"  |  circa 1850, High-Collectible
This extraordinary carpet achieves the highest marks in all nine categories in our Methodology for Evaluating Antique Carpets, which you can read in the Education 
section of our website. To best appreciate its unfathomable detail work and array of nuanced colors, visit our online gallery showing all of the rugs in this catalog.

24. www.claremontrug.com 25.

Our area-size rugs (3'x4' to 
5'x8') have an impassioned 
following among our clients. We 
offer only those pieces that offer 
a refreshing, individual use of 
design and supremely balanced 
color. The result is a deeply 
compelling artistic statement.



Our carpets are the 
ultimate “green” floor 
covering with virtually 
no carbon footprint.  
Every aspect in their 
creation was natural, 
whether they originated 
from a 19th century 
village (top rug) or were 
made as part of the 
town weaving tradition 
(bottom rug). All dyes 
are naturally wrought 
and the luminous, 
durable wool used was 
totally unprocessed.

Persian  

Serapi-Heriz 

9' 9" x 12' 1" 

late 19th century

High-Decorative

26. 1.800.441.1332 27.www.claremontrug.com

This is the final of four antique Serapis showcased in this catalog that together speak to the depth and breadth of our collection of this beloved  
19th century style. The large-scale, spacious design is distinguished by its unique, more feminine color palette against a cream-hued field.

Persian Serapi  |  9' x 11' 11"  |  3rd quarter, 19th century, Connoisseur-Caliber

Persian  

Mahajiran 

Sarouk  
10' 5" x 13' 6" 

circa 1910

High-Decorative



We assist clients in choosing rugs that inspire them intellectually and emotionally as well as stunningly complement their décors. In this singular 
piece, the intentionally asymmetric placement of the overscale motifs and subtly gradated colors create a mesmerizing effect. 

Persian Northwest  |  11' 2" x 14' 9"  |  3rd quarter, 19th century, Connoisseur-Caliber

28. www.claremontrug.com

“Born into a New York family of scientists and art collectors, 
Winitz inherited a collection of great rugs and a love of 
art” (Financial Times). Shortly after receiving an MA in 
Education from the University of California Berkeley, he 
opened Claremont Rug Company in 1980. He has  built a 
global reputation among collectors and connoisseurs, and 
has clients on five continents. 

He maintains his own private clientele, assisting families to 
assemble whole home rug displays and to build collections 
of rare antique rugs. He remains intimately involved in all 
aspects of the company, working personally with our staff  
of carpet consultants, our international buying team, and 
our “Concierge Services” program.

The author of the book, “The Guide to Purchasing Oriental 
Carpets”, Mr. Winitz  has been interviewed on multiple 

Jan David Winitz, President and Founder

occasions by the The Wall Street Journal, New York Times, Financial Times and numerous  
art publications.

He is a regular editorial contributor to client publications produced by AXA and Chubb Insurance 
companies. The Wall Street Journal wrote a feature article about him, “Persian Rugs Orient One Expert 
to Life on the Road” that appeared in its 11/17/15 issue.

(Contact us to order free copies of the eight articles Jan has written on different aspects of antique rugs  
for The Chubb Insurance Collectors Newsletter and AXA Art. See these and many other articles  
he’s written in the “Education Center“ on our website.)

Fabulous Old Rugs for Today's Home

Immediately adjacent to Claremont Rug Company’s three showrooms, Claremont 2 enjoys its own 
impassioned, international clientele. Its expanded inventory focuses on extremely beautiful, one-of- 
a-kind older carpets chosen by Claremont’s expert buying team.

Claremont 2's exciting vintage and antique Persian and tribal rugs are surprisingly affordable and highly 
practical. They are ideal for uniquely customizing your contemporary or traditional décor.

See Claremont 2 inventory at: claremontrug.com/claremont2 
Call for more information: 800-883-1815



Address Service Requested

6087 Claremont Avenue, Oakland, CA  94618  USA

800-441-1332, Int’l: (+1) 510-654-0816 
info@claremontrug.com

Monday-Saturday 11:00 to 6:00 PT 
(An appointment is suggested.) 

Sundays & evenings can be accommodated.

Persian Ferahan Sarouk
6' 8" x 9' 11"  |  3rd quarter, 19th century

Connoisseur-Caliber

The only Oriental  
rug firm ever honored  

as Robb Report’s  
“Best of the Best”

The Wall Street Journal 

Financial Times

The New York Times 

Robb Report

San Francisco Chronicle

Art & Antiques 

Art News 

Chubb Insurance  
Collector’s Newsletter 

Apollo Magazine (UK)

Carpet Collector (Germany)

Private Air /Luxury Homes

AXA Art

Luxe

Read articles featuring us  
from the following publications: 

Visit claremontrug.com

Antique Oriental Art Carpets

Brochure printed on FSC Certified  
Anthem Dull Cover and Text.

Located just 20 minutes from downtown San Francisco.

Next door to our Main Gallery. 
800-883-1815  |   claremontrug.com/claremont2
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